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Abstract: Manoeuvrability is one of the essential keys in the development of improved autonomous
underwater vehicles for challenging missions. In the last years, more researches were dedicated to the
development of new hulls shapes and thrusters to assure more manoeuvrability. The present review
explores various enabling technologies used to implement the vectorial thrusters (VT), based on
water-jet or propellers. The proposals are analysed in terms of added degrees of freedom, mechanisms,
number of necessary actuators, water-tightness, electromagnetomechanical complexity, feasibility,
etc. The usage of magnetic coupling thrusters (conventional or reconfigurable) is analysed in details
since they can assure the development of competitive full waterproof reconfigurable thrusters, which
is a frictionless, flexible, safe, and low-maintenance solution. The current limitations (as for instance
the use of non conductive hull) are discussed and ideas are proposed for the improvement of this
new generation of underwater thrusters, as extending the magnetic coupling usage to obtain a fully
contactless vector thrust transmission.
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1. Introduction
Technology is a vital tool in the activity of human exploration. Whether on our planet,
in our solar system or even in the exploration of other stars, humanity has dedicated,
dedicates and will dedicate great efforts in the development of technologies that allow
us to go beyond the known limits. Looking only at our planet, it is always possible to
see scientific initiatives with the purpose of exploring areas and systems not yet wholly
dominated, as one can see in the excavations carried out in the Antarctic continent, in diving
into deep waters to expand the knowledge of oceanic ecosystems, as well as islands, denser
jungles and other less accessible systems.
In environments not favourable to human presence, it is recurrent to use autonomous,
supervised, or remotely controlled machines, i.e., robots. In the exploration of the planet
Mars, the use of robotic vehicles counts already as successful examples from the Sojourner
to Curiosity [1]. Recently, a group that included the renowned physicist Stephen Hawking
announced the project Breakthrough Starshot, which intends to send a large number of
mini robot ships to the nearby solar system, i.e., Alpha Centauri [2].
In our globe, biologists have expanded the use of drones for research in dense forests,
and institutions are adopting such vehicles for their monitoring with the intention of
preserving these areas. Moreover, rivers and oceans are also explored through remotely
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operated underwater vehicles (ROV) or more recently by autonomous underwater vehicles (AUV).
Beyond the Earth limits, humanity is feeding other ambitions in the NASA’s project
SUBSEA [3], which aims to find extraterrestrial life through the exploration of hydrothermal
systems of underwater volcanoes, in a hidden ocean beneath the icy crust of Saturn’s moons
Enceladus and Europa.
Nevertheless, the use of underwater vehicles is not only restricted to scientific research
interests. Since the last decades of the XXth century, autonomous robots are used in other
tasks where the activity of divers is costly, dangerous or even impossible. There is an important interest in these robots for the maintenance of marine renewable energy (MRE) systems
(underwater devices such as offshore wind turbines, tidal power plants, or hydroelectric
dam underwater structures). Moreover, there are also interests in military applications
(mine warfare, sensitive areas protection, identification of magnetic and electric boats signatures), port activities (monitoring of installations, inspection and maintenance of ships hull),
or maritime safety (pollution control, search for wrecks, emergency response to submarine
disasters), and for offshore industry activity (pipelines or telecommunication cables).
For all these missions, underwater interventions on complex geological or fabricated
architectures—which are usually obstacle infested and hostile environments—require fully
autonomous underwater vehicles (AUVs) with advanced key technologies [4], as enhanced
manoeuvring capabilities [5], controlled with the most intelligent algorithms. These more
stringent demands imply the need to expand the capabilities of AUVs such as speed,
power, control, perception, autonomy, and depth [6]. However, the propulsion and control
systems for this robot kind have not improved as quickly as their needs, which restricts their
performance and thus their autonomy. According to [7], it is necessary to give long-range
and manoeuvring capabilities to AUVs to advance to a new generation of underwater
robots (UR) able to perform a more extensive set of operations. What refers to two design
aspects of these vehicles: hull shape (e.g., torpedoes have a streamlined shape to favour
hydrodynamic penetration) and propulsion system. In [5], it is observed that investigations
and developments have been conducted about underwater vehicles locomotion, but few
are dedicated to the propulsion system itself. Therefore, this review presents the last
advances in underwater propulsion systems, beginning by Section 2 presentation. Next,
Section 3 (or simply reconfigurable thrusters, RT) are addressed. RT are the most promising
branch of vectorial thrusters (VT), which allows the reorientation the thrust vectors. For
full propeller-based waterproof RTs, the usage of magnetic couplings (MC) or joints is
indispensable. It is presented in the Section 4. Finally, Section 5 are carried-out.
2. Propulsion Types
The propulsion systems of underwater vehicles can be divided into four categories:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Classical rear propeller with control surfaces [8–15], Figure 1
Biomimetic and bioinspired propulsions [16–21], Figure 2
Vectorial thrust (VT) given by fixed or reconfigurable thrusters (FT or RT) [22–36],
Figures 3 and 4
Underwater gliders, floats, or hybrids [36–41], Figure 5

(a) AUV RTsys NemoSens

(b) AUV ECA A9-E

Figure 1. Examples of robots with classical rear propeller and control surface architecture [9,10].
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(a) Sepios robot

(b) Dolphin robot

Figure 2. Examples of biomimetic and bioinspired underwater robots [16,17].

(a) AUV ECA Alistar 3000

(b) Thales AUSS

Figure 3. Examples of robots with vectorial thrust [22,25].

(a) ODIN ROV

(b) Chasing M2 ROV

Figure 4. Examples of robots with fixed vectorial thrusters [32,42,43].
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(a) OSUG glider

(b) iRobot Seaglider

Figure 5. Examples of underwater gliders [37,44].

It is immediate that the propulsion architecture of a vehicle determines its set of
possible motion directions, as well as influences the ability to control the movement.
Classical rear propeller with control surface architectures, such as in large conventional
submarine equipped with rudders, take an important place in AUV market since it has a
great performance following straight lines due to their torpedo-shaped hull. It is possible
to see many commercial examples as in the AUV RTsys COMET 300 [8], in the AUV RTsys
NemoSens [9], in the AUV ECA A9-E [10] and M [11], in the AUV ECA A18-D [12], E [13],
and M [14], in the AUV ECA A27-E [22] and M [15].
However, this option offers low manoeuvrability.
Biomimetic and bioinspired propulsions (Figure 2), i.e., mimicked or inspired, receptively, come from natural propulsion mechanisms present in marine life, such as dolphins
and whales fins as in [17,18], or eel-like [19], or fishes as in [20,21]. These propulsion systems
are usually made with many DOFs of actuation (e.g., Figure 2a), which are difficult to implement and control. However, it presents important advantages and has become a growing
research subject [45] which studies the aspects that interfere on the manoeuvrability [46,47].
In VT propulsion systems (Figures 3 and 4), it is possible to drive and steer the vehicle
only using thrusters through various strategies. A single fixed thruster (FT) endows
the robot with only a thrust vector F T (with fixed direction in Figure 6), which does
not allow trajectory tracking. This issue is solved with the combination of several FTs
acting in different directions and with different thrust vectors F T , placed differently by a
position vector rC , as in robot ODIN [42,43] (Figure 4a) , which can be considered the first
underwater robot with a full holonomic propulsion [48]. Another newest possibility is to
use a few or a single reconfigurable thruster (RT) [26], since they may have their thrust
vectors redirected, which involves more than one degree of freedom (DOF) per thruster,
and so, an integrated solution for propulsion and guidance [27].
The underwater gliders (Figure 5) can be considered a separate case because they do
not include an active propulsion system, but rather a buoyancy-gravity or a mass shifter
controlled device. This system, coupled with fixed fins allows a dive-wise alternating
movement not controlled in heading and only partially in planar speed. Some hybrid
vehicles gather buoyancy-gravity actuators and propellers or rudders [38], they then belong
to this fourth category.
In terms of manoeuvrability that is the heart of this paper, classical rear propeller
with control surface architectures are less manoeuvrable because the control action is reactive and indirect since the vehicle cannot be steered if there is no advance. Underwater
gliders are still less manoeuvrable since their rudders are not controllable. Biomimetic
and bioinspired propulsions can reach great manoeuvrable architectures but usually re-
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quiring many DOFs of actuation. Vectorial thrust using fixed thrusters (FT) can be highly
manoeuvrable if equipped with many thrusters, sometimes greater than 6 as in ROV
ODIN [42,43] (Figure 4a). The propulsion architecture is so endowed with many thrust
vectors in different directions and the control system works to define the correct intensity of
each one. It results in a total force and torque propulsion vectors, respectively F P and M P ,
shown in Figure 6. Vectorial thrust using reconfigurable thrusters (RT) can significantly
reduce the total number of thrusters. It is possible because, not only the intensity of vectors
are changed but also their directions in this type of propulsion architecture. Moreover,
the vector reorientation by a servomotor, for example, is usually faster than the intensity
change. Moreover, the possibility of the robot reconfiguration allows the optimized choice
of the reconfigured propulsion architecture according to different tasks, minimizing the
trajectory tracking error and energy consumption [49].
Figure 6 presents a 2D model for the vectorial thrust approach. In this figure, the vehicle thrusters are propeller-based. However, VT propulsion type includes also jet-based
thrusters, which is a convergence point with bioinspired robots, as it is possible to see in the
jellyfish [50]. In this context, the propulsion technique called synthetic jet is considered here
in the VT group, but its dynamic based in pulsatile vortex generators is more complex [23,24].
Still, other advanced hydrodynamic techniques, as one based in double propellers in an
autonomous underwater and surface system (AUSS) [25] (Figure 3b), are also considered
in the VT group.
In Figure 6, the vehicle has to follow a defined trajectory keeping the desired orientation. For that, temporal needed efforts F N (t) and M N (t), in the centre C, are calculated.
However, the vehicle is under ocean efforts that also changes along the time, represented by
FO (t) and MO (t), acting in point C. Hence, to follow the given trajectory with the desired
orientation, the vehicle propulsion system has to calculate and generate, continuously,
the propulsion vectors defined as:
F P ( t ) = F N ( t ) − FO ( t )

(1)

M P ( t ) = M N ( t ) − MO ( t )

(2)

and
also calculated in C. If the vehicle is equipped with more than one vectorial thruster, F P (t)
and M P (t) are given by
n

∑ FTi (t)

(3)

∑ rCi × FTi (t)

(4)

F P (t) =

i =1

and

n

M P (t) =

i =1

The penetration of VT technology in commercial AUVs is verified more by the adoption of FT-based architectures than RT ones. It is due to the intrinsic complexity in terms
of mechanism making of RTs. Moreover, RT control systems are harder than FT ones that
can use known PID strategies since the relation command-torsor is linear, which is not
the case with RTs. FT industrial examples are found in the ROV Victor 6000 [28], the AUV
ECA Alistar 3000 [22] Figure 3a, and the AUV ECA A18-TD [29]. New personal portable
underwater drones for photographies usually are FT-based as in drones Chasing F1 [30],
M2 [31], Dory [32], Gladius Mini [33], and the drone PowerRay [34]. A military example of
an advanced RT-based prototype is the autonomous underwater and surface system (AUSS)
from Thales Group [25] (Figure 3b). Many RT-based architectures are in development and
they will be better discussed in Section 3.
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Figure 6. A 2D model for the vectorial thrust problematic.

3. Advances in Reconfigurable Vectorial Thrusters
One of the RT systems advantages over FT ones is the possibility of reducing the
number of thrusters to the minimum, which reduces the total vehicle mass and volume.
Another advantage is the possible reduced consumption of energy when changing directions [7] since, in most options, it is only necessary to change the orientation of the propeller
or duct. However, to guarantee a greater manoeuvrability and increased controllability of
AUVs, an RT must be endowed with the highest possible capability to reorient its thrust
vector [51]. This means a great angle range and more DOF per thrusters.
In the last two decades and more intensively in the last one, researches have been
carried out to advance in the development of different RT types. The advance in RT
propulsion can be divided into two groups: propeller-based and pumped-water-jet-based
RTs. Moreover, other RT characteristics can organise them in other groups. For example,
between options where only the water flux has its direction reoriented by ducts or nozzles,
or options where the pump or propeller with their motors have to be reoriented as well. The
latter aspect is relevant for the inertia analysis, which determines needed forces, torques,
and power-supply for a fast reconfiguration.
Another indispensable question is how many ideas were converted in submersible
prototypes. It is a crucial point since RT thrusters with 3-DOF are sometimes equipped with
a parallel mechanism that depends on 4 actuators, and most of the proposals do not address
the water-tightness issue in transmitting all these movements outside the robot hull. Most
of the works present different RT architectures for studying different control strategies,
but the construction feasibility is not addressed. Below, some relevant RT architectures
propositions are chronologically presented, and they are highlighted every time a proposal
comes with a submersible prototype.
In [52] (2000), an RT in a “MicroAUV” is presented, with the water-jet reorientation
reached by its tail reconfiguration. In [27] (2004, Figure 7), an RT is developed with 3-DOF
of the duct and propeller reconfiguration, using a spherical parallel mechanism with 4
actuators (one for the main power transmission and the other three for the reconfiguration).
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(a) Thruster

(b) Mechanism

Figure 7. A spherical full parallel mechanism with 3-DOF for the duct and propeller reconfiguration [27].

In [51] (2008), the concept of a propeller-based reconfigurable magnetic coupling
thruster (RMCT) is introduced, modelled, and experienced.
In [53] (2009), it is introduced a novel architecture with three pumped-water-jet-based
RT, each one with 2-DOF controlled by two servo-motors. Here, the jet force is not a
DOF associated since the water-jet pressure is constant. After one year, it is possible to
see the evolution of this concept in [54] (2010), where the architecture concept with three
pumped-water-jet-based RT evolved for a prototype in construction. And, finally, a real
spherical underwater robot (SUR) is presented with the three pumped-water-jet-based RT
in [55] (2012, see Figure 8a).

(a) SUR-I

(b) SUR-III

Figure 8. The evolution of SUR robot [55,56].

In the same year, in [57] 2012, the prototype of the MASUV-1 robot is presented
(Figure 9). MASUV-1 is a small real underwater vehicle with an RT-based on nozzle
orientation that redirects the propeller flow with 2-DOF (total of 3-DOF), keeping the
propeller out of reach of marine life, and not requiring any shaft reorientation. It is
interesting to note in MASUV-1 propulsion technology how concepts of water-jet and
propeller-based RTs are combined. The range of reconfiguration of MASUV-1 is equal to
[−16°, 16°] for both reconfiguration angles.
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(a) Design

(b) Prototype

Figure 9. MASUV-1: A miniature AUV with RT [57].

In [58] (2013, see Figure 10), similarly to [53] (2009), a pumped-water-jet-based RT is
presented, using three actuators to assure more 2-DOF of reconfiguration to the thrust. In
the same year, two propositions were published showing the application of RTs in two
different propulsion architectures (see Figure 11): the Smart-E AUV [59] and the so called
Italian sea-stick [60] apud [61]. In these publications, RTs are called pivoted thrusters. The
Smart-E AUV realizes a holonomic drive with only three thrusters. The Italian sea-Stick is a
hybrid solution since it is also equipped with rudders.

(a) UR design

(b) Scheme

Figure 10. An AUV concept equipped with a pumped-water-jet-based RT [58].

(a) Smart-E AUV

(b) Italian Sea-Stick

Figure 11. Two underwater robots endowed with pivoted thrusters (RT) [59–61].

In [5] (2014, see Figure 12), the RMCT concept presented in [51] (2008) evolves for a
non-submersible prototype, using a spherical reconfigurable magnetic coupling (S-RMC) or
joint, with one actuator to assure 1-DOF of reconfiguration.
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Figure 12. Spherical-RMCT prototype [5].

In [4] (2015), authors analysed the state of the art in key technologies for AUVs and
indicate that the RT technologies were not yet mature and so, they propose a 3-DOF
orientable motor-to-propeller transmission mechanism (see Figure 13), based on ball gear,
with wide range wrist rotation. However, their review did not take into account advances
in the RMCT concept, since they analysed only water-jet and mechanical transmission
systems. In [62] (2017), more details are shown about the motor-to-propeller transmission
mechanism, based on ball gear. The design shows a range of reconfiguration near to
[−90°, 90°] for both reconfiguration angles. However, in the test photos, this range seems
closer to [−60°, 60°].

(a)

(b)

Figure 13. An RT with a wide reconfiguration [62]. (a) Thruster. (b) Ball gear mechanism.

In [63] (2015, see Figure 14a), a tilt thrusting underwater robot (TTURT), equipped with
four thrusters, each one with a total of 2 DOF (considering that the thrust intensity control
is a DOF in itself). It is interesting to note that TTURT thrusters adapt a commercial thruster
(Seabotix BTD-150) in a reconfiguration system, including one more DOF. However, all the
thruster‘s body has to be rotated, including propeller, duct, and even the motor and gear.
The problems in rotating all the thruster body are:
•

•

Additional forces and torques are needed or generated, which follows the thruster
mass (e.g., Seabotix BTD-150 has a mass equal to 705 grams, i.e., relatively high for
small underwater robots).
The rotation of the motor rotor out of its axis generates a reasonable additional
gyroscopic torque.
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•
•

The big hull of thrusters creates significant protuberances in the water flow that runs
along the robot hull.
All this imply a bigger servomotor of reconfiguration and a robust sealed bearing block.

Moreover, in tilted architectures as in TTURT, the possible modes are quite limited
(6 modes in TTURT). It means the generation of needed precise vectors FT (in Figure 6) is
difficult. Thus, the system has to change the configuration many times to control de robot
position and orientation, since the exact needed vector FT is probably between two modes
in its limited available modes.

(a) TTURT

(b) RT using mechanical universal joint

Figure 14. Two different RT architectures [63,64].

In [65] (2016, Figure 15), the RMCT concept presented in [5,51] receives a new nonsubmersible prototype, using now a flat reconfigurable magnetic coupling (F-RMC) or joint,
also with one actuator to assure 1-DOF of reconfiguration.
Servomotor
Motor

Propeller

Frame
Motor
Side
Rotor
Magnets
Propeller
Side
Rotor

Fork

Figure 15. Flat-RMCT CAD assembly [65].

In [56] (2017, see Figure 8a), the SUR-II evolves to the SUR-III, now with four three
pumped-water-jet-based RT, each one with 2-DOF of reconfiguration, using waterproof
servo-motors.
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Robots with torpedo-shaped hulls are proposed in [64,66,67] (see Figures 14b and 16).
They are equipped with propeller-based RTs, with 2-DOF of reconfiguration, using a
different type of spherical joints. The difference between them is in the reconfiguration
mechanism. In [67] (2019), a parallel mechanism with three actuators is necessary for
controlling two more DOF, as in [27,58]. In [64] (2016, see Figure 14b), 2-DOF of reconfiguration are added using only two actuators, as in [57,62], but this time using an spherical
robotic wrist joint proposed in [68,69].

(a)

(b)

Figure 16. (a,b) are two different RT mechanisms for torpedo-shaped AUVs [66,67].

Excluding the proposal in [56,63], all these projects indicate that:
•

•

They do not need to reorient their motor axis to reconfigure the thrust vector. Only
their propeller, duct or nozzle have to be reoriented. Thus, reduced power and torque
values are required in manoeuvrers.
They need mechanical seals since the movement is transmitted through shafts or rods,
which implies frictions and likely water-tightness issues.

In fact, the water-tightness issue is not addressed in these above-mentioned RT proposals. The water-tightness issue is most critical in deep-water tasks due to high pressure.
However, there exist full water-tightness solutions available with wide reconfiguration
angles. One of these most promising RT solutions is found in [70] (2016), where a rim-driven
propulsion pod is equipped with pitch-variable blades, which can reach the best propeller
performance for a range of hull speeds, and not for only one. Moreover, its blades rotate
thanks a rotating magnetic field that crosses a non pierced thruster hull, keeping the motor
sealed hermetically.
Together with this latter solution, RT proposals based on reconfigurable magnetic
couplings are the most promising in terms of water-tightness. In these thrusters, the motor
shaft movement is transmitted to the propeller one at a distance, also without any material
medium, through a magneto-mechanical device which works as a coupling or joint allowing
the propeller driving and orientation. Besides its water-tightness, this technology brings
many other benefits such as:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Movement transmission between insulated environments (fluids, heat, radiations)
Complicated and unsure mechanical seals are no longer needed for rotating joints
Robot water-tightness is not jeopardised by a hull breach
Elimination of the friction inherent to mechanical seals of rotary joints
Transmission protection in case of severe load peaks (where a gearbox would break),
since it works as a torque limiter (mechanical fuse).
Flexible joint with a spring effect that can mitigate eventual vibrations and shakes
Low maintenance when it is compared to a mechanical coupling or joints (such as
Universal, Rzeppa, and Tripod one)
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•

Their rotors are synchronous in steady-states when the magnetic field is generated
only by magnets in both rotors, and not by electric currents as in [71]

The usage of magnetic coupling to ensure the water-tightness of FT systems is not
new [72,73]. The novelty in RMCT [51] is the use of reconfigurable magnetic couplings to
construct feasible RTs.
As discussed, RTs are endowed with at least 2-DOF of actuation, which means the
thrust vector can be contained in a plan. Figure 17 shows a section view of a 2-DOF
RMCT [61].

Figure 17. 2-DOF reconfigurable magnetic coupling thruster [61].

The good point of this solution is the usage of conventional magnetic couplings (axial
or radial). The drawback is that all the thruster is reconfigured, which implies more inertia
and energy to the reconfiguration, as better discussed previously.
Another more complex possibility is the inclusion of a supplementary DOF, designing
a 3-DOF RMCT. A possible mechanical solution for this device is the assembling of two
conventional magnetic couplings orthogonally arranged, which leads to a spherical wrist
joint [69] as in Figure 18.

Figure 18. Spherical wrist joint [69].

Figures 12 and 15 shows the first spherical-RMCT, and the first flat-RMCT, respectively.
In both figures, it is possible to see that both proposals are non-submersible. The challenge
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in making submersible 3-DOF RT prototypes is the difficulty of implementing two mechanical functions, jointly: the transmission torque function (coupling) at a distance with the
hull in between, and the 3D rotational freedom (spherical joint). For a better understanding
of this problematic, a further understanding of these reconfigurable magnetic couplings
is crucial.
4. Advances in Reconfigurable Magnetic Couplings
A magnetic coupling (MC) is one among other devices that runs thanks to the magnetic
coupling phenomenon. It is interesting noting fundamental differences from motors and
magnetic gears. All these devices have rotating magnetic fields. Typically, there are two
coupled rotating magnetic fields: a driver and a driven one.
As motors, regarding the speed, there are synchronous magnetic couplings and asynchronous magnetic couplings. If both rotors have permanent magnets, rotors speeds are
synchronous in steady-state. For an asynchronous behaviour, rotors are different, where
one has a constant magnetic field (usually from permanent magnets), and a magnetic field
is induced in the driven or driver rotors due to eddy-currents [71]. These currents are
only generated if there is a different speed (slip) between rotors, similarly to asynchronous
motors. To promote higher eddy-currents, the eddy-current carrying rotor is typically
made in copper. However, due to these currents, this asynchronous option is lossy since it
generates Ohmic heating.
Due to the asynchronous aspect of eddy-currents and hysteresis couplings, they
are also applied in clutches, and due to their power dissipation, they are also applied in
brakes [74–76].
Another manner to differentiate MCs comes from the air-gap or magnetic flux geometries since one generally involves the other. Their air-gap geometries are typically
plane or cylindrical [77]. However, most of the time, MCs are classified regarding their
magnetic flux geometries, which are usually classified as axial or radial [78]. An MC with
axial magnetic flux usually has a plane air-gap, and an MC with a radial magnetic flux
usually has a cylindrical air-gap. Axial magnetic couplings (AMC) are also referred as
face-to-face MC [79], or flat MC [65]. Radial magnetic couplings (RMC) are also referred as
coaxial MC [80], or concentric MC.
From the ideas in [81–84], the engineering and applications of MCs have evolved a
lot. Nowadays, it is possible to understand better what are the characteristics that make
great AMC and RMC, as examples in Figures 19 and 20, respectively, that will be further
presented and discussed below.
It is possible to find many different ideas that tried to improve MC performances
along this last century. One of the most promising ideas was the magnetic flux guidance
by soft-iron yokes, as in [85], which concentrate the magnetic field energy at the air-gap
between rotors. Improvements were also achieved by the rotors dissymmetry or “short pitch”
magnets, as in [86,87]. However, the best idea until now, comes with a “magnetic curiosity”
discovered in [88] and after in [89], which nowadays is known as Halbach arrays.
Halbach arrays can do the same than soft-iron yokes, but using magnets, and so
constitutes an ironless alternative. The discovered pattern has affected many different
devices, and it is possible to see its application on RMCs with magnets parallelepiped
in [90,91]. Moreover, in [92] it is shown that MCs can be still more optimised if their
magnets sizes are well-chosen in the arc-shaped magnets based rotors with Halbach arrays,
which can result in a non-sinusoidal torque behaviour.
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Figure 19. Axial Halbach array-based magnetic coupling with arched magnets, poles-pair p = 4,
and Halbach stage Hs = 3.
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Figure 20. Radial Halbach array-based magnetic coupling with arched magnets, poles-pair p = 4,
and Halbach stage Hs = 3.

Usually, the parameter that evaluates the performance of an MC is the ratio of maximum
transmissible torque over magnets volume or mass . It is also called magnetic torque density
analysis [93]. In [80], the torque density optimisation problem is addressed for AMC and
RMC, using soft-iron yokes as flux closure for arched magnets. In [94], ironless arched
magnets arrangements are investigated for bearings and magnetic couplings by simplified
formulas, to calculate forces and stiffness based on coupling energy between elementary
dipoles. In [95], an approximate analytical expression is derived based on the Amperean
Model, and the torque density is optimised for an ironless axial arched magnetic coupling.
In [96], magnets arrays are optimised using FEA (Finite Element Analysis), for finding the
best magnetisation direction of elements in a grid, which result in the Halbach array. In [97],
parameters that affect arched axial magnetic couplings with iron yokes are also studied by
3D FEA. In [78], it is proposed a new analytical formulation using a subdomain method
and the torque density optimised by Genetic Algorithms (GA). Recently, in [98,99], it is
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proposed what is called as “ideal” AMC and RMC, with rotors made from arc-shaped
magnets in Halbach arrays, and their torque density analyses are based on a new analytical
formulation, including the curvature effects that were neglected in [78]. However, here, it
is considered that they cannot be “ideals” if the results in [92] are not applied.
At this point, it is essential to remark that, even more than forty years after publications
of ideas in [88,89], there are still some initiatives trying to optimise magnetic couplings
without addressing their pattern.
Without Halbach array or soft-iron yokes, the magnetic flux is dispersed in both rotors
sides (as in [94,95], for example). However, the usage of soft-iron yokes increases rotors
volume, mass, and inertia, which reduces torque and stiffness densities (e.g., in [78,80,97]).
Another problem with soft-iron yokes is the volume increase of metallic conductors, where
can be generated eddy-currents, which creates a damping effect because of energy losses in
transient conditions, which is only useful for asynchronous couplings.
In an ideal Halbach arrangement, the maximum concentration of the magnetic field in
the rotors air-gap is achieved when the magnetisation vectors change continuously from
a pole to another. However, for technological reasons, the rotor ring is subdivided into
separate magnets with a determined and predominant magnetisation vector direction. It is
sometimes called the discretisation of ideal Halbach [100].
Figures 19 and 20 present Halbach array-based AMC and RMC, with arched magnets.
It is necessary to know a set of parameters to define these MCs:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

the inner radii, rint , rint|1 , rint|2 [m]
the outer radii, rout , rout|1 , rout|2 [m]
the height of rotors, h a , hr [m]
the air-gap height, g [m]
the poles-pairs, p per rotor [−]
the Halbach stage index, Hs [−]
the remnant magnetic flux density, or magnetic remanence, Br [ T ]
the magnetic permeability of magnets, µ = µr µ0 [ H/m]
the magnets material density, ρ [kg/m3 ]

It is necessary to define angular positions to know the configuration of rotors. So,
θm is the angular position of the motor side rotor around the fixed axis z, while θh or θl
is the same but for load side rotor. When rotors are aligned, i.e., θl = θm , as shown in
Figures 19 and 20, it sets-up a neutral configuration where there is no torque acting on
rotors. In this configuration, it is also verified the maximum attraction between rotors
(Fz Max ). To create a torque between rotors, it is necessary to create a misalignment between
them, with θl 6= θm . This behaviour makes the magnetic coupling working as a non-linear
torsional spring, which allows naming the difference between θl and θm as the magnetic
spring angle θ [101]. Sometimes, θ is defined as the relative mechanical displacement
angle [102].
The intrinsic flexibility of MCs can be a benefit or a drawback depending on the application. It is a benefit when it allows misalignment between driver and driven rotors axes.
Moreover, it can mitigate eventual vibrations and shakes. However, for precise application,
a drawback of this MCs is its relatively low stiffness, which introduces speed/position
oscillations and therefore, inaccuracy [103]. When an MC connects two rotors (two inertia),
transmitting driver movement (motor side) to a driven rotor (load side), a low coupling
stiffness does not assure a transiently synchronous movement between them [102,104,105].
In [106] it is referred to as the “stiffness problem”, which can affect any system with compliant coupling.
Some techniques to control these flexibly coupled systems exist [103,107,108]. The
stiffness optimisation of AMCs is dealt in [93], which makes easier and more accurate the
speed/position control task, when it is needed.
Reconfigurable magnetic couplings (RMC) are MCs that assure torque transmission
for a considerable angle between driver and driven concurrent axes. As discussed above,
the RMC concept was introduced in [51], and the first prototype, i.e., the spherical RMC,
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was presented in [5], with a reconfiguration angle range equal to [−30°, 30°]. Figure 21
shows S-RMC rotors simulations, where magnetic fluxes are shown for two configurations.
At the left of Figure 21, top and front view of rotors magnetic fluxes are shown
for a configuration where the driver and driven axes are parallels, but for a magnetic
spring (shift) angle θ 6= 0. Parts coloured in yellow and red are magnets, which are
sources of magnetic field, and so magnetic fluxes. Parts coloured in green are made by soft
ferromagnetic materials (“irons”). The magnetic fluxes enter and exit rotors by these soft
parts. Since θ 6= 0, there is an attraction torque between rotors, which tries to align the
inner rotor limbs (spherical ends of the inner rotor cross) to the outer rotor green polar parts,
which in turn reduces the reluctance to the fluxes passage.

Figure 21. Spherical-RMC rotors simulation, showing magnetic fluxes for two configurations [5].

At the right of Figure 21, top and front view of rotors magnetic fluxes are shown for a
reconfigured position, where the driver and driven axes are concurrent with a reconfiguration angle non-null, and with a magnetic spring angle θ 6= 0. In this reconfigured position,
it is possible to see magnetic fluxes more dispersed than those of the not-reconfigured one,
which indicates a reduction of torque from 230 to 180 mN m (as verified in experiments).
The first great thing in S-RMC is the materialisation of a contactless spherical joint.
The second innovative thing is that S-RMC is a reconfigurable reluctance magnetic coupling,
with magnets only in the outer rotor. From this point of view, it is interesting to analyse how
S-RMC technology seems similar to those of spherical motors, which have been developed
since [109].
Analysing spherical motors technologies in [110] (see Figure 22), it is possible to identify other benefits of S-RMC solution. Taking into account the differences above-discussed
between motors and MCs (motors have one stator and one rotor, against two rotors in MCs),
S-RMC solution simplifies the electromagnetomechanical problem of spherical motors into
a magnetomechanical one. It is obtained since in S-RMC the driven magnetic field is generated by mechanical rotation of the outer rotor, which is mounted with permanent magnets.
Of course, S-RMC has more inertia since it is equipped with two rotors. In spherical motors, the driven magnetic field is generating by pulsating electric currents, which present
torque oscillations (torque ripple). Moreover, their electric currents are generated usually
by coils, which implies Ohmic losses. Thus, S-RMC is a no-current, wireless, permanent
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magnet-based synchronous solution, which can reconfigure the movement from advanced
conventional electric motors, or even from a combustion motor.

(a) SM based on spherical wrist joint

(b) Spherical motor (SM)

Figure 22. Two examples of spherical motors [111,112].

The RMC design has been improving. These improvements have focused on increasing
the magnetic coupling torque in intensity and quality. A second proposal for an RMC is
introduced in [65]: the Flat-RMC (F-RMC). Figure 23 shows Flat-RMC. F-RMC is designed
to present a better maximum transmissible torque than S-RMC. It is possible since its rotors
are equipped with magnets.
The F-RMC solution has geometric similarities with the spherical joint presented
in [113], which has literately a sphere that defines the movement constraint between two
axial magnetic rotors. The difference in F-RMC is that the spherical movement constraint
is defined by bearing blocks that are not in the joint centre. F-RMC uses two parts of
conventional axial MCs with flat shaped magnets (parallelepipedal), which have a easier fabrication.

Figure 23. Flat-RMCT model. Configuration with αmax , θm = θh = 0° [101].
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Figure 23 shows the magnetic parts without their non-magnetic protection cover
against water (jackets).
Naturally, the quantity and material type of magnets affect the coupling torque values.
It has eight equal magnets placed ninety degrees between each other. The magnets coloured
in blue have their south pole facing the air gap, and the red ones are in the other way. Both
soft-iron yokes of rotors are made of magnetic stainless steel . The blues lines indicate the
two more important magnetic induction lines (and flux): the circuit between two magnets
in the same part (e.g., magnets (1) and (2)), and a bigger circuit including four magnets,
two on each side (e.g., magnets (1), (2), (5) and (6)).
In Figure 23, the coupling is shown with its maximum reconfiguration angle, α = +30.5°,
when magnets (4) and (8) are closest and magnets (2) and (6) are farthest, and with
θm = θh = 0°, i.e., when the magnets on motor side are aligned with those on propeller
side: stable state with the minimum magnetic reluctance (MMR). It is important to point
out that the torque transmission capacity is highly sensitive to any air gap change. In the
configuration of Figure 23, the maximum transmissible torque is around 600 mN m and for
α = 0° this torque falls for around 370 mN m.
A further torque analysis of this F-RMC is addressed in [101]. It states that, when
α = 0° we have classical magnetic couplings (parallel rotors axes). In this condition,
if θ = 0° (null magnetic spring torque), the magnets faces of a rotor are parallels to those
of the other rotor, with the same air gap between all exposed faces of magnets. Hence,
the attraction and repulsion forces between magnets around the reconfiguration axis y2
(servomotor axis) are balanced between each side, and there is no torque around this axis
(but there is an axial attractive force). However, the configuration with α = 0° is unstable
because if α > 0° (even α is small) the attraction force between magnets (4) and (8) is greater
than the attraction force between magnets (2) and (6), thus there is a positive torque around
axis y2 , which tends to increase further α. In this case, to keep and control α, the servomotor
(Figure 15) has to apply a counter torque, which is called restoring torque TRest in Figure 23
(Γ Rest in [65]). A drawback of this version is its high TRest that has to be counterbalanced
by the servomotor: its value is almost equal to the maximum transmitted torque.
A third proposal for an RMC is introduced in [114]: the Radial-RMC (R-RMC), shown
in Figure 24a,b. The R-RMC is the reconfigurable version of the conventional RMC, as presented in Figure 20. Some advances in the R-RMC concept over the F-RMC one are:
•
•
•

the elimination of the high attractive force between rotors
the reduced restoring torque TRest
the reduced auto-driving effect when axisymmetric rotors are assured

The R-RMC concept is still in development and until now a real prototype was not presented.

(a)

(b)

Figure 24. Radial Reconfigurable Magnetic Coupling Thruster (R-RMCT) concept [114]. (a) The
R-RMCT. (b) Only the R-RMC.
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More recently, in [115] a new underwater robot was proposed using a pumpedwater-jet primary thruster assisted by two auxiliary S-RMCT, each one dotted with 3-DOF
(Figure 25a). This S-RMCT is also based on the spherical robotic wrist joint presented
in [68,69] (Figure 18), which was also used in the proposals of Figure 14b ([64]) and
Figure 22a ([112]). The main differences between the S-RMCT in [115] and that one in [5] are:
•
•

the new inner rotor that is also equipped with magnets, which increases the maximum
coupling torque
the new magnets presents a more complex geometry, sector of cylinders or spheres,
which make the new thruster more expensive

The main drawback in this new version is the usage of water-proof servomotors (Figure 25b),
as in the proposal of RT in Figure 8, which are technologies limited in terms of depths.
However, the increase of efforts on the development of new RMCTs shows that we are not
so far from a viable prototype really full water-proof.

(a)

(b)

Figure 25. New underwater robot based on an S-RMCT [115]. (a) New UR based on S-RMCT.
(b) Only the S-RMCT.

5. Summary and Conclusions
In the presented review, it is clear how the humankind keeps applying great efforts in
the exploration of the Earth, with its forests, oceans, and ice-lands, but also in exploring
other planets, looking for new life forms in extraterrestrial oceans.
In last years, a considerable quantity of research energy was applying on seeking the
increase of the AUVs manoeuvrability. Most of them are concentrated in reconfigurable
vectorial thrusters and bioinspired or biomimetic propulsion architectures. It is possible
to find promising examples using both approaches. However, it is still missing a fair
comparison between these two technologies, which should include the last advances in
both, not excluding novel solutions in reconfigurable vectorial thrust.
The last advances in reconfigurable vectorial thrusters are concentrated in two groups:
pumped-water-jet and propeller-based systems. Techniques to change the thrust vector are
usually in changing the orientation of propellers axes, ducts or nozzles. However, there are
examples where all thruster or pump is rotated. When the water-jet comes from a constant
pressure pump, the intensity jet cannot sometimes be controlled, which reduces 1-DOF of
control per thruster. The proposals can assure 1 or 2-DOF of vector reconfiguration, using 2,
3 or 4 actuators, usually applied in parallel mechanisms. The most promising mechanism
seems to be a spherical robotic wrist joint developed in the 1980s, which demands only
one actuator for each degree of freedom added. The identified reconfiguration ranges
variate from [−16°, 16°] to [−90°, 90°]. A great solution was patented in 2016, which is
a reconfigurable rim-driven magnetic-coupled solution, equipped with adaptable pitch
blades. However, it has a drawback: the motor mass is also reoriented in the reconfiguration.
Moreover, the watertight of the reconfiguration mechanism is not addressed.
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The advances in rotational magnetic couplings was surveyed. The best examples in
literature have arc-shaped magnets, organised in Halbach arrays with different magnets
sizes, and do not present soft ferromagnetic yokes. They are usually optimised regarding
their volumetric magnetic torque density. Two main topologies of Halbach array-based
magnetic coupling were detailed introduced: axial and radial. The intrinsic flexibility of
magnetic couplings was discussed. It can be a benefit where there exist misalignment or
vibrations, but introduces the stiffness problem, which in turn makes hard the position
control task. The advances in reconfigurable magnetic coupling was also presented. This
technology was compared with solutions given by spherical motors development. The
main advantage is that reconfigurable magnetic couplings eliminate the electricity of
the electromagnetomechanical problem in spherical motors, transforming it in a simpler
magnetomechanical system. It is possible because the motor stator, with its pulsating
rotational field, is replaced by another magnets-based rotor. The spherical, flat, and radial
existing concepts and some existing prototypes were presented. The last one, presented
on 2019, is a spherical great example, but it also uses waterproof servomotors limited in
terms of depths. An idea is transmitting the degrees of freedom of servomotors also using
magnetic couplings, as in a solution present in pivoted thrusters.
Finally, the 3-DOF reconfigurable magnetic coupling thruster is a promising concepts
that must be converted into viable submersible prototypes with full waterproof mechanisms.
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Abbreviations
The following abbreviations are used in this manuscript:
AUV
COT
DOF
FT
MER
RMC
RMCT
ROV
RT
SM
SUR
TTURT
UR
VT

Autonomous underwater vehicles
Cost of transport
Degree of freedom
Fixed thruster
Marine renewable energy
Reconfigurable magnetic coupling
Reconfigurable magnetic coupling thruster
Remotely operated underwater vehicles
Reconfigurable thruster
Spherical motor
Spherical underwater robot
Tilt thrusting underwater robot
Underwater robot
Vectorial thruster
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